The 2020 JCB Prize for Literature
Longlist announced

•

The longlist of the most coveted award for Indian writing is dominated by women this

year.
•
•

Four debut novels and two translations make it to the 2020 longlist.
Socio political divide across history, present, and future prominent in all novels

New Delhi, 1st September, 2020: The longlist is announced today for the 2020 JCB Prize for
Literature.
The list of ten novels was selected by a panel of four judges: Tejaswini Niranjana, author and
professor (Chair); Aruni Kashyap, author; Ramu Ramanathan, playwright and director; and
Deepika Sorabjee, head of arts and culture portfolio, Tata Trusts.
The longlist of the most coveted award for Indian writing is dominated by women this year. The longlist
also includes four debut novels. Two works on the list are translations (from Malayalam and Bengali).
The longlist was chosen from a vast range of submissions by writers from nine states writing in five
languages (Assamese, Bengali, English, Malayalam, and Tamil) published between 1st August 2019
and 31st July 2020.
The JCB Prize for Literature is awarded each year to a distinguished work of fiction by an Indian
writer. The winner receives Rs 25 lakh. The 2020 winner will be announced on 7th November
2020.

The 2020 longlist is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line by Deepa Anappara (Penguin Random House India, 2020)
In Search of Heer by Manjul Bajaj (Westland, 2019)
Undertow by Jahnavi Barua (Penguin Random House India, 2020)
Chosen Spirits by Samit Basu (Simon Schuster India, 2020)
These, Our Bodies, Possessed by Light by Dharini Bhaskar (Hachette India, 2019)
Moustache by S. Hareesh, translated from Malayalam by Jayasree Kalathil (HarperCollins,

2020)
•
•

A Burning by Megha Majumdar (Penguin Random House India, 2020)
A Ballad of Remittent Fever: A Novel by Ashoke Mukhopadhyay, translated from Bengali by
Arunava Sinha (Aleph Book Company, 2020)
•
The Machine is Learning by Tanuj Solanki (Pan Macmillan, 2020)
•
Prelude to A Riot: A Novel by Annie Zaidi (Aleph Book Company, 2019)
The books by Deepa Anappara, Dharini Bhaskar, S. Hareesh and Megha Majumdar are all debut
novels.
S. Hareesh’s novel, Moustache, is the first debut translation in the JCB Prize for Literature longlist
since the prize’s inception.
A portion of Deepa Anappara’s novel, Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line, won the Lucy Cavendish
Fiction Prize, the Deborah Roger’s Foundation Writer’s Award and the Bridport/Peggy Chapman –
Andrews Award for a first novel.
Commenting on the longlist for 2020 and the overall reading experience, the jury observed,
"As we read through the large number of entries for this year, we established a comparative framework
for evaluation which included these criteria - the texture, the plot of the narrative, how compelling the
book was, its readability, the point of view of the characters and if the language of the character
matches that point of view. The longlisted books this year do bring out the distinctive voice of each
character and tell tales that are imaginative and powerful. The 2020 longlist provides us with fresh
insights into the contemporary world we live in even if some of them are set in historical times. At the
end the issue that remained with us during our final discussion was that of memorability. Whether it
was the memorability of the plot itself, the memorability of the writing or that of the characters, which
of these books do we remember? ”
Mita Kapur, Literary Director, said:
“It's been a rewarding few months, reading and debating all the submissions we received for the JCB
Prize 2020. We sought out translations from as many Indian languages as possible. Apart from the
established publishing houses, we reached out to new publishers in the hope of finding hidden gems.
This year, with the hope of expanding the scope of the prize, we encouraged genre fiction entries
along with literary fiction, and I believe the longlist reflects that. Myth, dystopia, history, romance,
technology, politics and family sagas – there's something for every kind of reader.”
The jury will announce the shortlist of five titles on 25th September. The winner of the Rs 25lakh JCB Prize for Literature will be announced on 7th November. If the winning work is a
translation, the translator will receive an additional Rs 10 lakh. Each of the 5 shortlisted authors will
receive Rs 1 lakh; if a shortlisted work is a translation, the translator will receive Rs 50,000.

JURY COMMENTS ON THE TEN LONGLISTED NOVELS
Deepa Anappara: Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line
A very readable and contemporary piece of fiction. A risky debut since it picks a young person,
specifically a child as the voice of the novel. While we do not take the investigation seriously, since it’s
children trying to solve a mystery, we as readers feel equally helpless at the unfolding events. The book
bristles in places – taking you inside a forgotten universe without any self-pity.
Manjul Bajaj: In Search of Heer
Very lyrical and evocative writing! It’s a known story mixing fact and fiction, giving an interesting
third option of love. This novel has achieved a big feat by sustaining our interest in a story that is already
placed in the collective memory of people. The way the author involves the non-human world makes
this book a fascinating read. Bajaj has managed to give us a story of hope in these bleak times.
Jahnavi Barua: Undertow
A perfect example of haunting storytelling! This novel is a depiction of life in a house beside an angry
river in north-eastern India – a glimpse into the lives of a contemporary middle-class family. Without
ever mentioning loneliness, the author brings loneliness to the foreground, leaving the reader with a
very healthy quest of wanting to know more.
Samit Basu: Chosen Spirits
This smartly written novel takes us into the complicated lives of its techno-social characters, departing
from dystopian tales by not showing us a completely bleak future. The novel is strong on character
development and has a fascinating plot. This wistful tech folklore seamlessly brings the contemporary
into the future, creating a world we can all believe in.
Dharini Bhaskar: These, Our Bodies, Possessed by Light
An unconventional family of women illuminate this lyrically unfolding narrative. Juxtaposing styles
deftly, poetry, film and art, build a vivid montage that memorably takes one on a magical deep dive
into the circumstances and choices made in their lives, across geographies and generations.
S. Hareesh: Moustache
A fluent translation of S. Hareesh’s Meesha, Moustache is an amazing feat of maverick novel writing.
An immersive experience of the highlights of the Kuttanad region’s history, it lays out – through the
story of its marvellous characters - the intricate social history of Kerala. Brilliantly told and evocative,
and epitomising everything we stand for, Moustache is a story that needs to be heard.
Megha Majumdar: A Burning
A visually delicious, fast paced and propulsive narrative, this novel takes risks with both its voice and
its themes. The naivety amongst the characters is deliberate, leading to dangerous consequences— just
like the people we see around us. Majumdar doesn’t use a literary voice; it’s a heightened shrill tone
playing out like a falsetto. There is a suspense that engulfs the book, bringing out the small steps that
lead to massive changes in people’s lives.

Ashoke Mukhopadhyay: A Ballad of Remittent Fever: A Novel
A sprawling panorama of a book. Covering a span of 100-odd years from the late 19th to late 20th century,
this novel about medicine, modernity and medical heroism resonates with the times we are in. It acts as
a voice of sanity amidst COVID-19 and the pandemic life. History has repeatedly told the world that
such medical heroism is equated with white people but this narrative challenges that.
Tanuj Solanki: The Machine is Learning
An interesting look at what happens when certain kinds of technology are controlled by a few. This
novel is a deep dive into the world of Artificial Intelligence and the lives of the people around it. It takes
us into an algorithmic, contemporary universe, all the while shedding light on the social implications
and consequences of something so overarching in our lives. Tanuj Solanki takes up the very tough task
of writing in present tense constantly and does it with ease.
Annie Zaidi: Prelude to A Riot: A Novel
A very quiet novel that demands attention; it burns slowly as it takes us to the climax! The main event
is transpiring off stage in this novel. With its many sharp insights into how people turn against those
they have known for a very long time, Prelude to a Riot is filled with a sense of foreboding. Annie
Zaidi takes the risk of adopting a very unusual narrative style and succeeds. The novel doesn’t infantilise
the reader. It expects us to do the hard work.

NOTE TO EDITORS
ABOUT THE JCB PRIZE FOR LITERATURE
The JCB Prize for Literature was set up in 2018 to enhance the prestige of literary achievement in India
and create greater visibility for contemporary Indian writing. The prize encourages translations and
aims to introduce new audiences to works of Indian literature written in languages other than their own.
It is funded by JCB and administered by the JCB Literature Foundation.
For information about the Prize, please visit: www.thejcbprize.org. For
for @thejcbprize on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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look

KEY 2020 DATES
Longlist announcement: 1st September 2020
Shortlist announcement: 25th October 2020
Winner announcement: 7th November 2020
2018 WINNER
Jasmine Days by Benyamin, translated from the Malayalam by Shahnaz Habib.
2019 WINNER
The Far Field by Madhuri Vijay.
ABOUT JCB
JCB is a leading global manufacturer of earthmoving and construction equipment. The JCB Group has
been active in India since 1979. Through its subsidiary, JCB India Ltd, the UK company today employs
5,000 people in India, and operates five state-of-the-art factories: in Ballabgarh (near New Delhi), in
Pune, and in Jaipur. Products made in these factories have been exported to more than 93 countries
around the world. Over its journey of close to four decades in India, JCB, through its products, has
contributed significantly towards the development of Infrastructure in the country. JCB is committed
to CSR with a focus on communities around its factories in India and today its outreach extends to 54
Government schools and nine vocational training centres through which it reaches out to 16,000
students and trainees.

ABOUT THE JURY
Tejaswini Niranjana (Chair) is currently Professor and Head, Department of Cultural Studies,
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, and Visiting Professor with the School of Arts and Sciences,
Ahmedabad University, India. She is the author of Siting Translation: History, Post-structuralism and
the Colonial Context, as well as Mobilizing India: Women, Music and Migration between India and
Trinidad. Her collection of essays in Chinese, Nationalism Refigured, was re-issued in 2019. Tejaswini
Niranjana's translation of Jayant Kaikini's No Presents Please was jointly awarded the DSC Prize for
South Asian Literature. Her translation of MK Indira's Phaniyamma won the Central Sahitya Akademi
Award for best translation into English.
Aruni Kashyap writes and translates in both English and Assamese. His books include His Father’s
Disease and Other Stories, The House With a Thousand Stories, and Noikhon Etia Duroit. His poetry
collection, There is No Good Time for Bad News, was a finalist for the 2018 Marsh Hawk Press Poetry
Prize and the 2018 Four Way Books Levis Award in Poetry. Aruni won the Charles Wallace India Trust
Scholarship for Creative Writing to the University of Edinburgh, and has penned short stories, poems,
and essays for the Oxford Anthology of Writings from Northeast, The Kenyon Review, The New York
Times, and The Guardian UK, amongst others.
Ramu Ramanathan is a playwright and director based in Mumbai. He has scripted notable plays such
as Cotton 56, Polyester 84; Comrade Kumbhakarna; and Mahadevbhai. Eight of his plays have been
anthologised in the book 3, Sakina Manzil And Other Plays. He is also the author of the poetry
collection My Encounters with a Peacock and co-editor of Babri Masjid, 25 Years On…
Ramanathan writes on theatre and culture in newspapers and periodicals. He has been associated with
the printing industry for three decades as a journalist. He is the editor
of PrintWeek and WhatPackaging? magazines.
Deepika Sorabjee heads the Arts & Culture portfolio at Tata Trusts, and serves as the Trusts
representative on the Board of Trustees at the Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastru Sanghralaya,
Mumbai. Deepika received her MBBS degree from Grant Medical College and the Sir JJ Group of
Hospitals before pursuing her passion for the arts. She has been an independent writer on contemporary
art and the city since 2009. In 2012-2014 she was a selector for the International Competition section
for the Mumbai Film Festival (MAMI). Deepika is also one of the Founder Trustees of the Mumbai Art
Room.

